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The Cornfield Flowers Project is a unique,
 long-running example of local people taking up a challenge to safeguard the  long-running example of local people taking up a challenge to safeguard the 

future of the threatened plants of arable fields
 in an area of north-east Yorkshire.

Seeds from the Project are being deposited in the Millennium Seed Bank to 
provide an ‘insurance policy’ for the future
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A formidable task

In the late 1980’s, naturalist Nan Sykes wrote:

    "I have been looking extensively at arable land throughout    
    the North York Moors.  The conclusion is that apart from a    
    few common species, the arable plant flora has practically    
    disappeared.  Therefore I feel it is all the more urgent 
        to take steps to retain the few which do remain."

Friends and colleagues of Nan's, including farmers Ron 
Foster MBE and Chris Wilson with the Sleights Botany Group, Foster MBE and Chris Wilson with the Sleights Botany Group, 
the late David Arnold-Forster OBE, Rona Charles and the 
trustees of the Carstairs Countryside Trust (CCT) who had long 
been involved with the area resolved to do something about it.  
With the help of the North York Moors National Park Authority 
CCT bought an 11 hectare arable field in the limestone hills at 
Silpho, near Scarborough as a farmed 'secure site'  for the 
plants.   plants.   

A nursery for bulking up rare seed and a demonstration field for 
the public to enjoy and learn about the species at the Ryedale 
Folk Museum in Hutton-le-Hole followed.  Farmers across the 
region joined the challenge to make space for these rare plants 
on their land.

Finding the plants, many of which had not been seen for 
half-a-century or more, proved an exacting task.  But the 
dedication of the Project's supporters achieved remarkable 
results.

The Project is now 15 years old.  Its first phase ' Search and  
Rescue' carried out largely by volunteers, firmly laid the 
foundations.  The second 5-year phase ' Back from the 
BrinkBrink' saw key volunteer Chris Wilson, local farmer, employed 
part-time.  In the third phase 'Out of Intensive Care' another staff 
member Tom Normandale joined the Team.  



An orange-tip butterfly roosting on 
Shepherd's purse

Rare plants attract most attention, but the commonest ‘weeds’ 
can be the most crucial in supporting other life. 

(CFP/IC)
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Hutton-le-Hole

Home of the Ryedale Folk Museum and Project base.
(CFP/IC)
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The Cornfield Flowers Project Area

(Ordnance Survey)
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Combine harvesting

A commonly accepted sight of a single-species ‘monoculture’,
but never to be found in nature.

(IC)
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The Tabular Hills, North York Moors National Park

The limestone hills have seen arable production 
since at least the late Iron Age.

(IC)
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Shepherd’s-needle

The needle-like seed pods that give it its name.
(IC)
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Venus’s-looking-glass

Related to Harebells, these tiny, beautiful flowers
only open on sunny mornings.

(IC)
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Corn buttercup seeds

Known as ‘watch-wheels’, the almost architectural spiked seeds
are probably unpalatable and transported on fur.

(TB)
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Corn buttercup

On the last step before UK extinction,
a very rare buttercup indeed.

(IC)
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Large-flowered hemp-nettle

Always a delight to admire, but very scarce on peaty-soils in our area.
(PF)
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Red hemp-nettle

Another Critically Endangered UK plant,
found surviving in a local quarry by the CFP.

(IC)
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Corncockle

A stunning flower much used in wildflower seed mixes,
but the native species is now considered extinct in the wild.

(IC)
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Dead elm tree and arable flower-filled margin

(IC)
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Triticale

A Victorian crop variety used in the Demonstration Field.
(PF)
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Field gromwell seeds

Common in 1906, but still unfound in the CFP area.
We grow it from externally-sourced seed for demonstration.

(IC)
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Sharp-leaved fluellen

An exciting find for the CFP, permission was given by the landowner
to collect it on the condition that we took “the whole bloody lot!”

(IC)
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Thorow-wax

A peculiar looking plant in the Umbellifer, or Carrot, family.
Critically Endangered nationally and unfound in our area.

(IC)
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Field Woundwort

An attractive close-relation of the very common Hedge woundwort.
(PF)
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Treacle-mustard

Locally rare, but a specialism of one Howardian Hills farm,
where it is cared for by a very enthusiastic farmer!

(PF)
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Dwarf spurge

An attractively understated member of the Euphorbia family, but locally rare.
(IC)
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Common poppy

An iconic plant familiar since childhood,
it can transform landscapes in the right conditions.

(PF)
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People increasing the Plants

With the support of farmers and landowners, volunteers seek out 
the plants in the wider countryside.  The seed is brought into a 
nursery established in the Ryedale Folk Museum in 
Hutton-le-Hole.  The bulked-up seed is then redistributed onto 
selected farm fields.

A demonstration field at the Museum is managed with an arable A demonstration field at the Museum is managed with an arable 
crop for visitors to see the plants and to learn to identify them.



Nan Sykes with the sole known local
Corn buttercup plant in 1999

(IC)
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The ‘complete’ Project Officer kit

Plants, seeds, trowel, watering containers, arable plant reference book.
(CW)
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The Nursery, Ryedale Folk Museum

(PF)
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Weasel’s-snout

Fascinatingly titled, perhaps because the ripe seed-pods or the flower 
look like a weasel’s nose.  Remains unfound in our area.

(IC)
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A dedicated volunteer collecting seeds in the nursery

(PF)
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